
Why your business and purpose MUST be combined in order to evolve.

What it REALLY means to be a light warrior/lightworker and still manage the day-to-day.

How to awaken your Soul to consciously create your life and learn to take your power back!

How to escape the inversion (this current world is totally upside-down)!

 How to turn "why is this happening to me?" into "what is this revealing to me?"

 How ENERGY is everything and why where you live must have GOOD energy vibes to thrive.

Why embracing disruption and saying NO to the status quo is the only way to build a solid

business.

What is the New Earth and what does this mean for the world, our lives, and our companies?

Conversations Natalie loves to have: Business+Creativity, Mind, Soul, Esoteric, Science+Spirituality,

Healing+Nutrition, Witchy Things+Magick, The State of the World, Ancient Wisdom & MORE!
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Natalie is a cycle breaker and truthseeker on a quest to help humans take their power back! She’s

reclaiming her legacy of light as a Priestess-Healer, is a Light Warrior, and a Life & Business Guide +

Teacher.

 

After getting her B.S. degree in Business, Marketing, then making a fast-climb up the corporate ladder in

executive marketing & sales roles traveling all over and living in cities like San Francisco and New York

City, she decided she needed to leave that world and enter the realm of entrepreneurship.

 

She founded a Creative Collective called Team Gu, which she runs with her husband, Mark. They focus on

creative content marketing, and the business has now evolved to include life and business guidance,

adding on the Disrupt Now Program & Podcast. Through these efforts, Natalie helps humans understand

how to awaken to become conscious, divine co-creators with the Universe.

 

As a healer, Natalie is currently learning Divine Nutrition (nutrition guidance for our unique bodies

written as a blueprint from birth), and plant & herbal medicine, and biofrequency healing modalities.

NATALIE  VIGLIONE
Saying NO to the status quo!

Main hub for details: www.natalieviglione.com

Email: info@natalieviglione.com 

@disruptwithnatalie

@teamgucreative

@DisruptNowLifeandBusinessGuide

@TeamGuCreativeContent

"What I know is that I can acknowledge you, Natalie, all day long of

how much just your presence in my life has given me the opportunity to

set boundaries. What I know is that you better have people around you

that not only will help you clean up a mess, but also how much your

steadiness in showing up for visionaries like me is of so much value.

Just wanted to let you know how much I appreciate you." 

- Liz T., Arizona, Author+Health Coach

As seen in + testimonials  

Authority Magazine 2019 Global Disruptor Series

http://www.natalieviglione.com/

